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DROPSHIPPING GUIDE: ALL ABOUT DROPSHIPPING IN USA
Dropshipping in USA is the best way to start your e-commerce business easily. Nowadays you can start your own 
business without investing on inventory, business space and many more expenses. That’s why more and more 
users getting into online selling and making huge profits. To boost online e-commerce business in USA, Dropship 
came with a very unusual way to do online business without investment which is called Dropshipping USA. Let 
move over the getting started guide to start Dropshipping in USA.

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING DROP SHIPPING
Dropshipping is the latest retail fulfilment method in which a store isn’t needed for keeping the products of the business 
in stock. What the store does is that it sells a product which it purchases from a third party and then has it directly 
shipped to the end customer. Due to this, the merchant doesn’t have to see or handle the product. Dropshipping USA 
has become a huge industry.



HOW IS DROP SHIPPING DIFFERENT?
The main difference between dropshipping and the conventional retail model is that the merchant who sells the 
product doesn’t have to stock inventory. Instead of stocking inventory, the merchant just purchases the inventory it 
needs from a third party, normally a manufacturer or wholesaler to fulfil its order. It can even be defined as the newest 
form of Just in Time Inventory System and it has quickly become highly famous across the world especially due to the 
advent of e-commerce stores.

HOW DOES DROP SHIPPING WORK?
Dropshipping is rather simple and easy to manage as the only thing which is important is to have a great relationship
with the manufacturer or wholesaler from whom the business buys its products to sell to the end consumer. The way 
in which dropshipping works is simple. When a customer places an order, the merchant or rather you directly place 
the order to a third party which is the manufacturer or wholesaler. Once the product has been made or the order has 
been placed, it is directly shipped to the end customer.



WHY YOU NEED TO START DROP SHIPPING?
As the world becomes more tech-savvy, there is no need to have a physical retail store for customers to visit when you 
can set up a store online. There are many advantages of starting a dropshipping business and here are some of the 
reasons why you need to start dropshipping and close your retail outlet:

1. LESS CAPITAL REQUIREMENT
The main advantage of dropshipping is the fact that all you need to do is set up an e-commerce store instead of having to invest in a physical retail 
outlet as well as on an inventory upfront. Normally, retailers have to spend and tie up huge amounts of money on inventory but that needn’t be the 
case anymore. It is a low investment business. One can easily find a dropshipping supplier in India. There are some wholesale drop shippers in India 
which is why one needs to check the list of drop shippers in India.

2. PURCHASE PRODUCTS WHEN YOU GET ORDER 
Unlike traditional retail, where retailers always had to keep inventory for customers in case they got interested in buying the products, dropshipping 
doesn’t require you to purchase a product until a customer has placed an order and paid for it. Why waste money on inventory when you can set up 
your own dropshipping business. The apparel industry is one which has seen a rise of drop shippers in India and around the world, especially with 
there being many apparel drop shippers in India to choose from.



3. EASY TO START

Running e-commerce stores is much easier compared to a physical retail outlet for which you need to hire many workers and have expert 
knowledge of running a business. Dropshipping allows you to easily enter the business and take advantage of the low investment costs.

HOW DROP SHIPPING WORKS ON AMAZON WITH GONAKART.COM?
The Dropshipper posts/lists the products in their store which may be in a Amazon marketplace 
Customer will place the order and pay them the amount asked by the Dropshipper.
Dropshipper will place the order to supplier and pay the amount asked by the supplier
Supplier will ship the product directly to the customer at given address by the dropshipper

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF DROP SHIPPING?
Remarkably low start cost
Lower seller cost, bigger seller profits
Minimal time to set up your business
No physical inventory hassles, shipping hassles, or packaging hassles
Broad product range
Explore new products lines



SHIPPING GUIDE

Once the order is confirmed and paid, the next day we initiate the order for dispatch process. However, the handling 
time for an order is mentioned in the description for each and every listing on gonakart.com use the same while listing 
on AMAZON. Dropship is working with multiple carrier partners to make sure that your customer receives their item 
safely and speedy and at a most reasonable price. It may take maximum 7-40  days for delivery of order depending on 
customer’s postcode. Deliver Time =  Handling Time + 7 Days

Warranty
Gonakart  offers a lifetime returns on all products after delivery to customer If customer receives damage product /  If 

customer receives receives not working product 



Return & Refunds
No questions will be asked for refunds once the amount is debited from your Amazon account we will update refunds 
and will only process new orders with the refund done from Amazon 

Out of stock and instock Updates
As we are holding a large inventory the products usually get out of stock and in stock on daily basis we will update on 
your Amazon Seller Central  on daily basiswe are not responsible for order cancellation charges once we update you 
out of stock 

Order Cancellation Details 

Your order cannot be cancelled once we provide tracking information. And if your  customer on Amazon asks you cancel it y



Service
We are responsible to provide service on each and every product that you purchased from us we are available 24/7 

Taxes
As a client of Gonakart , you understand that you are absolutely independent entity from Dropship. You are responsible 
to pay taxes to state, federal or local authorities in accordance with any and all applicable laws. This tax responsibility 
includes collecting and remitting all appropriate sales taxes to state and local authorities.

Amazon Account Maintenance  
We suggest you to maintain your Amazon account health in good standards. We will suggest you the steps to maintain 
good Amazon health. At the same time we are not responsible for any action took my Amazon like holding the payment / 
Account suspension / Account review ect 



How you Make Profit Here ? 

For example If there is product of 100 in gonakart and that can we listed on amazon with your own profit margin 
our prefered margin is 40-50% means this will be listed on amazon for 150/-
If customer want wants your product. Customer will pay 150 to Amazon and makes the order 
Amazon will confirm the order and forwards you the order 
The next step is to book that same order with  gonakart providing the customer complete details and order 
details and making the payment of 100 means the actual cost 
We will ship the order from our warehouse and provide the tracking details in 24 hrs of order placed 
Once you provide the same tracking details to amazon the amazon will process the paymet of 150 deducting the 
amazon fee ( Amazon fee depends on category ) it will be a average of 12-15%  means amazon will pay you 127.5 
Means you are making the profit of 27.5 this is just an example 



How To Open An Amazon Seller Account ? Documents Needed
We will help you in creating Amazon Account and following documents are required

3 Months Bank Statement 
Firm Name / Business Name / Store Name 
Pan Card 
Credit Card To Update On Amazon For Service Fee Deduction 

Fee

All Service From Gonakart In Free But Amazon Will Charge 
You A 39$ Every Month 



Hope You Will Be Part Of Our Business And Grow ...! 


